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Abstract In this paper the reduced basis method is utilized to solve multiobjective optimization problems governed by linear variational equations. These
problems often arise in practical applications, where the quality of the system
behavior has to be measured by more than one criterium. For the numerical
solution the weighting sum method is applied. This approach leads to an algorithm, where many parameterized quadratic optimization problems are solved
very efficiently by a appropriate reduced basis approximation. Further, the
number of parameter variations is reduced by a sensitivity analysis for the
parameterized objective.

1 Introduction
Often in real applications the optimization issue is decribed by introducing several objective functions which compete with each other. In these cases a good
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compromise is the main issue. In the multiobjective optimization we determine
efficient or Pareto optimal points which can not be improved simultaneously
for all considered objectives. In contrast with the solution of scalar-valued
optimization problems, the computation of efficient points is much harder. In
particular, if the constraints are given by partial differential equations, we propose reduced-order techniques to handle the computational complexity and to
calculate efficient points in reasonable computational times.
In the present paper we study a multiobjective optimization problem [3,
19] with quadratic objectives subject to a linear variational equality, which
stands for a weak formulation of an elliptic partial differential equation. For
the numerical solution, we apply the weighting method (see [23]), where parameterized scalar-valued quadratic programming problems have to be solved
for many parameter values. Thus, after a discretization by standard Galerkin
techniques like finite elements, we have to solve many large scale optimization
problems. In this work we make use of a reduced basis (RB) approximation
[16], which is known to be very efficient for parameterized problem. For the
construction of an accurate RB scheme, we make use of the a-posteriori error analysis presented in [14]. Let us refer also to the related work [4, 10]
on a-posteriori error estimates for linear-quadratic optimal control problems.
It turns out from our numerical experiments that the RB method leads to
very fast solutions methods for the parameterized scalar-valued quadratic programming problems. In order to further reduce the numerical complexity of
the weighting sum algorithm, we apply a sensitivity analysis for the objective
with respect to parameter changes. This strategy leads to a reduction of the
parameter variations needed to identify the set of efficient points.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce our multiobjective optimization problem and recall the definition of efficiency and Pareto
optimal points. The optimality conditions for the parameterized scalar-valued
minimization problem are formulated as a saddle point problem in Section 3.
Here we also introduce a high-fidelity (e.g., finite elements or finite volumes)
approximation of the saddle point problem. In Section 4 the RB discretization of the saddle point problem is proposed. Moreover, we discuss the offline
and online decomposition of the problem and, finally, the a-posteriori error
estimate from [14] is formulated for our application. In Section 5 we explain
the sensitivity analysis of the problem. Numerical experiments are shown in
Section 6.

2 The multiobjective optimization problem
Let V and H be real, separable Hilbert spaces and suppose that V is dense in H
with compact embedding. By h· , ·iH and h· , ·iV we denote the inner products
in H and V , respectively. For nc ∈ N let Dc ⊂ Rnc stand for a parameter
set. We suppose that for every parameter µc ∈ Dc we are given a parameter-
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dependent symmetric bilinear form a(· , · ; µc ) : V × V → R satisfying:
inf

ϕ∈V

a(ϕ, ϕ; µc )
2

kϕkV

≥α

a(ϕ, φ; µc ) ≤ β kϕkV kφkV

for all ϕ ∈ V,

(2.1a)

for all ϕ, φ ∈ V,

(2.1b)

for constants α and β > 0 independent of µc . By identifying H with its dual
H 0 we have V ,→ H = H 0 ,→ V 0 , each embedding being continuous and dense.
We suppose that the parameter-dependent inhomogeneity f (µc ) belongs to V 0
for every µc ∈ Dc .
For a parameter µc ∈ Dc and for a control u ∈ Rm , the state y ∈ V solves
the following linear variational problem
a(y, ϕ; µc ) = hf (µc ) + Eu, ϕiV 0 ,V

for all ϕ ∈ V,

(2.2)

where h· , ·iV 0 ,V stands for the dual pairing between V and its dual space V 0
and E belongs to the Banach space L(Rm , V 0 ) of all bounded, linear operator
from Rm to V 0 . Since (2.1) holds, it is known that for every µc ∈ Dc , u ∈ Rm
and f (µc ) ∈ V 0 there is a unique weak solution y = y(µc ) ∈ V satisfying (2.2)
and

kykV ≤ C kf (µc )kV 0 + kukRm ,
(2.3)
for a constant C > 0 which is independent of µc , u and f (µc ). In (2.3) we
denote by k · kRm the Euclidean norm in Rm .
Remark 2.1 Let µc ∈ Dc be chosen arbitrarily. Suppose that ŷ = ŷ(µc ) ∈ V
is the unique solution to
a(ŷ, ϕ; µc ) = hf (µc ), ϕiV 0 ,V

for all ϕ ∈ V.

Furthermore, we define the parameter-dependent linear mapping S = S(µc ) :
Rm → V as follows: y = S(µc )u is the unique solution to
a(y, ϕ; µc ) = hEu, ϕiV 0 ,V

for all ϕ ∈ V.

Then, y = ŷ + Su solves (2.2). It follows from (2.3) that the operator S is
bounded for every µc ∈ Dc .
♦
We set X = V × Rm and we introduce the vector-valued objective J : X →
R by
k

Ji (x) =

1
2
kCi y − wi kWi , for i = 1, . . . , k − 1,
2

Jk (x) =

γ
2
kukU ,
2

for x = (y, u) ∈ X, where W1 , . . . , Wk−1 are Hilbert spaces, Ci ∈ L(V, Wi )
and wi ∈ Wi hold for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Furthermore, γ > 0 is a regularization
parameter.
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Example 2.1 Suppose that Ω is an open and bounded domain in Rd , d ∈
{1, 2, 3}, with Lipschitz-continuous boundary Γ = ∂Ω. We set H = L2 (Ω)
and V = H 1 (Ω). For more details on Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces we refer
the reader to [5], for instance. Let k = 3 and W1 = W2 = H. The operator
C1 is the canonical embedding from V into H, the mapping C2 is given by
C2 y = k∇yk2Rd ∈ H for y ∈ V and w2 = 0 holds. Then, for x = (y, u) ∈ X,
the first two components of the cost functional are given by
Z
Z
1
1
2
2
y(x) − w1 (x) dx and J2 (x) =
∇y(x) Rd dx.
J1 (x) =
2 Ω
2 Ω
♦
By using Remark 2.1, we define the parameter-dependent reduced cost
ˆ ; µc ) : Rm → Rq by
functional J(·


2



kCˆ1 (µc )u − ŵ1 (µc )kW1
..
.


1
ˆ
J(u; µc ) = J(ŷ(µc ) + S(µc )u, u) = 
2
2
 kCˆk−1 (µc )u − ŵk−1 (µc )kW
2

k−1



,



γ kukRm
for µc ∈ Dc , where we set Cˆi (µc ) = Ci S(µc ) ∈ L(Rm , Wi ) and ŵi (µc ) =
wi − Ci ŷ(µc ), for i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
In order to introduce our multiobjective optimization problem, we need
the following definitions, which are taken from Chapter 3 in [7].
Definition 2.1 (Order relation) Let (W, ≤) denote an order relation in Rk ,
i.e., W ⊂ Rk × Rk holds and for any (z 1 , z 2 ) ∈ W we have
z1 ≤ z2

⇔


z 2 − z 1 ∈ Rk+ = z ∈ Rk zi ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 .

ˆ m ; µc ) ⊂ Rk the image set
Definition 2.2 (Pareto optimal) Let Z = J(R
m
ˆ
of R under the cost functional J(· ; µc ) for a given µc ∈ Dc . We call a point
z̄ ∈ Z (globally) efficient with respect to the order relation ≤, if there exists
ˆ µc ),
no z ∈ Z \ {z̄} with z ≤ z̄. If z̄ is efficient and ū ∈ Rm satisfies z̄ = J(ū;
m
we call ū Pareto optimal. If x̄ ∈ R holds and if there exists a neighborhood
ˆ µc ) is efficient for the (local) image set
N(ū) ⊂ Rm of ū so that ȳ = J(ū;
ˆ
J(N(ū); µc ) ⊂ Z, the point ū is called locally Pareto optimal and ȳ is said to
be locally efficient.
Our goal is to find Pareto optimal points for the reduced cost functional
ˆ ; µc ). Notice that J(·
ˆ ; µc ) is continuously differentiable for every µc ∈ Dc .
J(·
First-order necessary optimality conditions for Pareto optimality are presented
in the next theorem which is proved in [6]. The proof is based on the result of
Kuhn-Tucker [13].
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Theorem 2.1 Suppose that ū ∈ Rm is Pareto optimal. Then, there is a parameter µ̄o ∈ Rk satisfying
µ̄o,i ≥ 0,

k
X

µ̄o,i = 1

i=1

and

k
X

µ̄o,i Jˆi0 (ū; µc ) = 0.

(2.4)

i=1

Let us introduce the parameter set


k
X
k
Do = µo = (µo,i ) ∈ R+
µo,i = 1 ⊂ [0, 1] × . . . × [0, 1] = [0, 1]k ,
{z
}
|
i=1

k-times

for the optimization parameters occurring in Theorem 2.1. Then we combine
the optimization parameters with the parameters in the state constraints (2.2)
by setting D = Do × Dc ⊂ Rn with n = k + nc . For any µ = (µo , µc ) ∈ D we
define the parameter-dependent, scalar-valued cost functional
Ĵ(u; µ) =

k
X

µo,i Jˆi (u; µc )

for u ∈ Rm .

i=1

Then, (2.4) are the first-order necessary optimality conditions for a local solution ū to the parameter-dependent optimization problem
subject to (s.t.) u ∈ Rm ,
(P̂µ )
Pk=1
for the parameter µ = µ̄. We note that µo,k = 1 − i=1 µo,i , nevertheless, for
sake of notation simplicity, we carry on our theory denoting µo,1 , . . . , µo,k as
independent parameters. To solve (P̂µ ) we can apply methods from quadratic
programming; see, e.g., [15]. However, the optimal parameter µ̄ is not known
a-priorly. In the weighting method – first introduced by Zadeh [23] – Pareto
optimal points are computed by solving (P̂µ ) for various µo ∈ Do . However,
ˆ ; µc ), due to
in general, this does not yield all Pareto optimal points for J(·
the fact that second-order conditions for an optimal solution to (P̂µ ) are not
necessary for a Pareto optical point. The missing (second-order) optimality
conditions leads to the differences in scalar-valued and multiobjective optimization; see, e.g., the discussion in [7, Section 4.4]. In this paper we will
not address this issue, but we compute an approximation of the set of Pareto
optimal points by applying the weighting method.
min Ĵ(u; µ̄)

3 Optimality system for the scalar-valued linear-quadratic problem
Let µ = (µo , µc ) ∈ D be arbitrarily given. The solution of scalar-valued
minimization problem (P̂µ ) can be characterized by its Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
conditions, which leads to a system of variational problems having the structure of a saddle-point problem and containing the state equation, the adjoint
equation and the optimality condition. This saddle-point structure is particularly advantageous, since its solution can be efficiently solved by the reduced
basis problem.
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3.1 Saddle point formulation for (P̂µ )
We introduce the µ-dependent Lagrangian for (P̂µ ) as

L(y, u, p; µ) =

k
X

µo,i J(y, u; µc ) + a(y, p; µc ) − hf (µc ) + Eu, piV 0 ,V

i=1

for (y, u) ∈ X, p ∈ V and µ ∈ D. Notice that (P̂µ ) is a linear-quadratic optimal control problem. Therefore, the existence of a unique solution ū = ū(µ)
follows by standard arguments for any µ ∈ D; see, e.g., [8, 20]. Then, ū satisfies together with the unique associated optimal state ȳ = ȳ(µ) and optimal
adjoint p̄ = p̄(µ) the following first-order necessary optimality conditions:
k−1

0=

X
∂L
(x̄, p̄; µ)y = a(y, p̄; µc ) +
µo,i hCi ȳ − wi , Ci yiWi ,
∂y
i=1

∂L
(x̄, p̄; µ)u = µo,k γ ū> u − hEu, p̄iV 0 ,V ,
∂u
∂L
(x̄, p̄; µ)p = a(ȳ, p; µc ) − hf (µc ) + E ū, piV 0 ,V ,
0=
∂p
0=

for directions x = (y, u) ∈ X, p ∈ V and for x̄ = (ȳ, ū). We define the following
bilinear forms:
A(x, x̃; µ) =

k−1
X

µo,i hCi y, Ci ỹiWi + µo,k γ u> ũ,

i=1

B(x, p̃; µ) = a(y, p̃; µc ) − hE ū, p̃iV 0 ,V ,
and linear forms:
F(x̃; µ) =

k−1
X

µo,i hwi , Ci ỹiWi ,

G(p̃; µ) = hf (µc ), p̃iV 0 ,V ,

i=1

for all x = (y, u), x̃ = (ỹ, ũ) ∈ X and p̃ ∈ V . Then, the first-order optimality
conditions can be written as the following linear saddle point system:
A(x̄, x; µ) + B(x, p̄, µ) = F(x; µ) for all x = (y, u) ∈ X,
B(x̄, p; µ) = G(p; µ) for all p ∈ V.

(3.1)

Since the bilinear form A(·, · ; µ) is continuous and coercive and B(·, · ; µ) is
continuous and satisfies the inf-sup condition, thanks to the Brezzi theorem
[2], problem (3.1) has a unique solution for any µ ∈ D.
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3.2 High-fidelity Galerkin approximation
Now we introduce a high-fidelity Galerkin approximation for the infinite dimensional saddle point problem (3.1). For that purpose we assume that a typically large N1 ∈ N and an N2 ∈ N with N2 ≤ m are given and N12 = N1 + N2 .
N2
1
Let {ϕi }N
i=1 and {φi }i=1 denote a set of linearly independent basis functions
m
in V and R , respectively. We set the finite dimensional ansatz space


V N = span ϕ,1 . . . , ϕN1 ⊂ V, U N = span φ1 , . . . , φN2 ⊂ Rm .
Then, the high-fidelity Galerkin approximation of the optimality system (3.1)
reads as follows: find (xN , pN ) ∈ X N × V N such that
A(x̄N , x; µ) + B(x, p̄N , µ) = F(x; µ)

for all x = (y, u) ∈ X N ,

B(x̄N , p; µ) = G(p; µ)

for all p ∈ V N ,

(3.2)

where we have set X N = V N × U N . We use the notations: x̄N = (ȳ N , ūN )
and
ȳ N =

N1
X

x̄i ϕi =

i=1

N1
X

ȳi ϕi , ūN =

i=1

N2
X

x̄N1 +i φi =

i=1

N2
X

ūi φi , p̄N =

N1
X

i=1

p̄i ϕi .

i=1

The bilinear form A(·, · ; µ) is continuous in X N × X N and coercive over

X0N = x ∈ X N B(x, p; µ) = 0 for all p ∈ V N .
Furthermore, B(·, · ; µ) continuous and inf-sup stable in X N × V N . The existence, uniqueness and stability of problem (3.2) is ensured by the Brezzi theorem [2]. Indeed, stability is prescribed by imposing that the coercivity and
inf-sup conditions are still valid at the discrete level. Problem (3.2) admits a
unique solution providing that A(·, · ; µ) is coercive over X N :
N
∃αLB
(µ) > 0 : αN (µ) = inf

A(x, x; µ)

x∈X N

2

kxkX

N
≥ αLB
(µ) ∀µ ∈ D,

(3.3)

and B(·, · ; µ) is inf-sup stable over X N × QN , so that the following discrete
Brezzi inf-sup condition [2]:
N
∃βLB
(µ) > 0 : β N (µ) = inf
p∈V

N

sup
x∈X N

B(x, p; µ)
N
≥ βLB
(µ) ∀µ ∈ D, (3.4)
kxkX kpkV

is satisfied. The numerical solution of problem (3.2) yields to a linear system
of dimension 2N12 + N1 of the following structure:
N12
X

N
AN
ij (µ)x̄j +

j=1

N1
X

N
N
Bji
(µ)p̄N
j = Fi (µ),

i = 1, . . . , N12 ,

j=1
N12
X
j=1

N
Bij
(µ)x̄j (µ)N

(3.5)
=

GN
j (µ),

i = 1, . . . , N1 ,
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where the matrices AN ∈ RN12 ×N12 , B N ∈ RN12 ×N1 and the vectors F N ∈
RN12 , GN ∈ RN1 are given by


for i, j = 1, . . . , N1 ,

 A (ϕj , 0), (ϕi , 0); µ

N
Aij (µ) = A (0, φj−N1 ), (0, φi−N1 ); µ for i, j = N1 + 1, . . . , N12 ,


0
otherwise,
(

B (ϕj , 0), ϕi ); µ
for i, j = 1, . . . , N1 ,
N

Bij
(µ) =
B (0, φj−N1 ), ϕi ; µ for i = 1, . . . , N1 , j = N1 + 1, . . . , N12 ,
(

F (ϕj , 0); µ
for i = 1, . . . , N1 ,
N

Fi (µ) =
F (0, φj−N1 ); µ for i = N1 + 1, . . . , N12 ,
GN
i (µ) = G(ϕi ; µ)

for i = 1, . . . , N1 .

In order to compute an accurate approximation of the saddle-point problem
(3.1), N1 and N12 are typically large. Consequently, (3.5) has a big dimension
and requires long computational time, specially if we want to compute a large
set of Pareto optimal control points, that means the solution of (3.5) for many
different values of the parameters.
4 Reduced basis approximation
The idea of the reduced-basis (RB) method is to reduce the complexity of
the numerical solution of problem (3.2). The main basic idea is to exploit the
smooth parametric dependence of the problem and, thanks to this assumption, to define a small and suitable basis space for defining the approximated
solution of the problem. The RB method consists in two main stages, during
the first one, so called offline, we compute the basis functions that are more
complex in comparison with the high-fidelity ones and require a bigger effort to
compute. Nevertheless, once the first expensive offline stage is computed, for
every new value of the parameter µ, the RB method provides a dataset very
effective for the computation of a accurate, reliable and fast approximation of
the problem during the online phase.
4.1 Offline phase
µ
=
To
samples SN
 1define aNsuitable basis spaces, we build a set of Nparameter
µ ,...,µ
and correspondingly a set of pairs {(x̄ (µi ), p̄N (µi ))}N
which
i=1
µ
are solutions of the saddle point problem (3.2) for parameters µ ∈ SN
. The
µ
choice of the parameter set SN can be done by using both the classical greedy
algorithm, proposed in [17], and the optimization greedy, recently proposed in
[22], particularly useful for problems involving a large number of parameters
(i.e. a large number of cost functionals) or distributed parameters functions.
The RB approximation of (3.2) consists in a Galerkin projection onto low
dimensional subspaces containing the solution pairs {(x̄N (µi ), p̄N (µi ))}N
i=1 . In
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order to guarantee the approximation stability of the reduced basis method
for the saddle point problem, we fulfill the inf-sup condition by defining the
following spaces:


V N = span ȳ N (µ1 ), . . . , ȳ N (µi ) ∪ span p̄N (µ1 ), . . . , p̄N (µN ) ,

U N = span ūN (µ1 ), . . . , ūN (µN ) .

(4.1)
(4.2)

N
N
and U N , respecLet {ψi }2N
i=1 and {ζi }i=1 denote orthonormal bases for V
N
N
N
tively. We set X = V × U . The constant

β N (µ) := inf
p∈V

N

sup
x∈X N

B(x, p; µ)
kxkX kpkV

∀µ ∈ D

(4.3)

fulfills a Brezzi RB inf-sup condition (see [14])
β N (µ) ≥ αN (µ) > 0 ∀µ ∈ D,
where α(µ) has been introduced in (3.3). The RB approximation of problem
(3.2) reads: find the pair (x̄N , p̄N ) ∈ X N × V N such that
A(x̄N , x; µ) + B(x, p̄N ; µ) = F(x; µ)

for all x ∈ X N ,

B(x̄N , p; µ) = G(p; µ)

for all p ∈ V N .

(4.4)

µ
and the computation of the basis functions,
In addition to the selection of SN
during the offline phase we compute the parameter independent parts of the
matrices and vectors that define the algebraic formulation of problem (4.4).
For this purpose, we have to deal with an affine decomposition of the linear
and bilinear forms. In particular, we note that A(· , · ; µ) and F(· ; µ) are affine
by definition. Thus, we require the affine parametric dependence of the µdependent expressions in the state equation (2.2), i.e. of the forms a(· , · ; µc )
and f (µc ) with µ = (µo , µc ) ∈ D. However, if they are not affine, it is possible
to approximate them into affine linear and bilinear forms through the empirical
interpolation method [1]. So that it is possible to decouple the forms as follows:

A(x, x̃; µ) =

`A
X

i
ΘA
(µ)Ai (x, x̃),

F(x; µ) =

i=1

`F
X

i
ΘF
(µ)F i (x̃)

i=1

and to approximate
B(x, p; µ) ≈

`B
X
i=1

ΘBi (µ)B i (x, p),

G(p; µ) ≈

`G
X

ΘGi (µ)G i (p)

i=1

for x = (y, u), x̃ = (ỹ, ũ) ∈ X, p ∈ V , µ ∈ D. We note that this affine decoupling of the problem is very effective for the computational time of the RB
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solution, since we can compute in the offline phase the parameter independent parts of the problem (4.4). Especially, we determine once in this step the
following matrices:

 i1
for i, j = 1, . . . , 2N,

 A (ψj , 0), (ψi , 0)

Aiij1 = Ai1 (0, ζj−2N ), (0, ζi−2N ) for i, j = 2N + 1, . . . , 3N,


0
otherwise,
( i

B 2 (ψj , 0), ψi )
for i, j = 1, . . . , 2N,
i2
=
Bij

i2
B (0, ζj−2N ), ψi
for i = 1, . . . , 2N, j = 2N + 1, . . . , 3N,
( i

3
F (ψj , 0)
for i = 1, . . . , 2N,
Fii3 =

i3
F (0, ζj−2N ) for i = 2N + 1, . . . , 3N,
Gii4 = G i4 (ψi )

for i = 1, . . . , 2N.

for 1 ≤ i1 ≤ `A , 1 ≤ i2 ≤ `B , 1 ≤ i3 ≤ `F , and 1 ≤ i4 ≤ `G .

4.2 Online phase
In the online stage, for each new parameter value the parametric coefficients
of the system can be quickly evaluated. Finally, a small linear system can be
solved efficiently during the online stage many times to find the coefficients
3N
x̄ = (x̄N
and p̄N = (p̄2i N ) ∈ RN that will give the final reduced basis
i ) ∈ R
solution for each new value of µ. The RB linear system is the following:
3N
X

N
AN
ji (µ)x̄j (µ)

+

j=1

2N
X

N
N
Bji
(µ)p̄N
j (µ) = Fi (µ),

i = 1, . . . , 3N,

j=1
2N
X

(4.5)
N
N
Bij
(µ)x̄N
j = Gi (µ),

i = 1, . . . , 2N,

j=1

where
N

A (µ) =
B N (µ) =

`A
X

i
ΘA
(µ)Ai ,

N

F (µ) =

`F
X

i=1

i=1

`B
X

`G
X

ΘBi (µ)B i ,

i=1

GN (µ) =

i
ΘF
(µ)F i ,

ΘGi (µ)Gi .

i=1

4.3 Error bounds estimation
The rigorous error bound is one of the most important ingredients of the RB
method. It allows to define a suitable, efficient and relatively fast selection
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µ
of the parameter set SN
and it provides a certificate level of accuracy of the
approximate solution compared with the high-fidelity FE one. Thanks to the
saddle-point formulation of the problem, we exploit the error bounds proposed
in [18] for Stokes problem and more recently in [14] for elliptic linear-quadratic
optimal control problems. Thus, we have a rigorous and inexpensive bound for
error between the high-fidelity solution of (3.2) and the RB solution of (4.4).
2

2

kx̄N (µ) − x̄N (µ)kX + kp̄N (µ) − p̄N (µ)kV

1/2

≤ ∆N (µ)

for any µ ∈ D. Moreover, we have a rigorous and inexpensive bound for the
error of the values cost functional computed with the high-fidelity solution and
the RB one:
Ĵ(ūN (µ); µ) − Ĵ(ūN (µ); µ) ≤ ∆JN (µ)
for any µ ∈ D. We note that the offline-online computational decomposition
can be adopted also for the computation of the error bounds in order to be able
to efficiently compute it online together with the RB solution of the problem.
The offline stage, performed once, is very expensive and N -dependent,
while the online evaluation, performed many times for each new desired µ, is
very inexpensive and N -independent. This efficient and reliable error estimation permits to predict the RB error with respect to the FE solution without
computing the latter and it is crucial during the greedy algorithm to speed up
the efficient selection of the snapshots.
The a posteriori error estimation takes advantage of two quantities: the
dual norm of residuals and an effective lower bound of the (parametric) stability factor, given in this case by the Babuška inf-sup constant β N (µ) defined
N
N
(· ; µ) by
(· ; µ) and rpr
in (3.4). Let us define the residuals rdu
N
rdu
(x; µ) = F N (x; µ) − AN (x̄N (µ), x; µ) − B(x, p̄N (µ); µ),

∀x ∈ X N ,

rpr (p; µ) = G(q; µ) − B(x̄N (µ), p; µ),

∀p ∈ V N .

Then, we obtain the following upper bounds for the a-posteriori error estimators (see, e.g., [11])


1
2
2
N
N
kr
(·
;
µ)k
,
∆N (µ) ≤ N
N )0 + krpr (· ; µ)k
N
0
du
(X
(V )
βLB (µ)2
2

∆JN (µ)

1 kr(· ; µ)k(X N )0
≤
N (µ)
2
βLB

for µ ∈ D, where
krdu (· ; µ)k(X N )0 = sup

x∈X N

rdu (x; µ)
,
kxkX

krpr (· ; µ)k(V N )0 = sup

p∈V N

rpr (p; µ)
kpkV

and rN (x, p; µ) = rdu (x; µ) + rpr (p; µ) for (x, p) ∈ X N × V N hold. The computation of dual norms of residuals is based instead on the Riesz representation
of the residuals and on the affine decomposition of the parametric operators.
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Moreover, the approximation of the lower bound of β N (µ) plays an important role for a rigorous error estimation. It can be computed by the Natural
Norm Successive Constraint Method, that represent an improvement of the
SCM, see [9]. However, since this approximation of the lower bound can be
very time consuming, in this paper we adopt an alternative strategy recently
proposed and compared with the previous one in [14] . It consists in defining
a surrogate βsN (µ) obtained by computing β N (µ) for a small set of parameter values and by using these computations to define, by interpolation, the
surrogate βsN (µ) ∀µ ∈ D. Despite this surrogate interpolation can not be
seen as a rigorous lower bound, it represents a sharp approximation and, at a
much lower computational cost, it provides a suitable and efficient error bound
estimation.

5 Sensitivity analysis for the computation of the Pareto optimal
points
We recall that the parameter µ = (µo , µc ) ∈ D is given by components of µo ,
which are chosen for the weighted sum of the objective, and by components of
µc that stand for physical and/or geometrical parameters in the state equation.
In this section we present a strategy which is used for the weighting sum
method. To reduce the number of possible optimization parameter variations
µo ∈ Do , we apply a sensitivity analysis for the reduced cost functional with
respect to the optimization parameter µo . Suppose that we have computed
the optimal solution ū = ū(µ̄) to (P̂µ ) for a chosen parameter µ̄ = (µ̄o , µc ).
By ȳ = ȳ(µ̄) we denote the associated optimal state and by p̄ = p̄(µ̄) the
associated optimal Lagrange multiplier and we set x̄ = (ȳ, ū). In the weighting
sum method, we are interested to choose weights µo leading to significant
changes in the cost functional. For that reason we look at the Taylor expansion
of the reduced objective with respect to changes in µo :
Ĵ(u; µ) = Ĵ(ū; µ̄) +

∂ Ĵ
2 
(ū; µ̄)(µo − µ̄o ) + O kµ − µ̄kRn ,
∂µo

where µ = (µo , µc ), i.e., µ and µ̄ only differ in the first k components. Hence,
we have to compute the partial derivatives of Ĵ at (ū; µ̄) with respect to µo
in order to get the requested information. We recall that
1
Ĵ(ū; µ̄) =
2

 k−1
X

µ̄o,i kCi ȳ −

2
wi kWi

+ µo,k γ

2
kūkRn


.

i=1

Pk−1
Where, by considering that µo,k = i=1 µo,i , we compute k − 1 derivatives of
the cost functional. We have for i = 1, . . . , k − 1:
1
γ
∂ Ĵ
2
2
(ū; µ̄) = kCi ȳ − wi kWi + µ̄i hCi ȳ − wi , ȳµi iWi + kūkRn − µ̄i γhū, ūµi iRn ,
∂µi
2
2
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where the sensitivities ȳµi and ūµi have to be computed. The first-order optimality conditions can be expressed as the linear system (3.1). Thus, we can
define an operator K(µ̄) ∈ L(V × Rm × V, V 0 × Rm × V 0 ) and a right-hand
side R(µ̄) ∈ V 0 × Rm × V 0 so that (3.1) can be written shortly as

K(µ̄) ȳ, ū, p̄ = R(µ̄)

in V 0 × Rm × V 0 .

(5.1)

Now we differentiate (5.1) with respect to µo . This gives for i = 1, . . . , k − 1:


K(µ̄) ȳµi , ūµi , p̄µi = Rµi (µ̄) − Kµi (µ̄) ȳ, ū, p̄ in V 0 × Rm × V 0 ,
where
D

E
Kµi (µ̄)(ȳ, ū, p̄ , (y δ , uδ , pδ

V 0 ×Rm ×V 0 ,V ×Rm ×V

(5.2)

D
E
= hCi ·, Ci y δ iWi , ȳ
V 0 ,V
D
E
δ
− γu , ū
Rm

D

E
Rµi (µ̄), (y δ , uδ , pδ

V 0 ×Rm ×V 0 ,V ×Rm ×V

= hwi , Ci y δ iWi .

Now, we can compute the sensitivities ȳµi ∈ V , ūµi ∈ Rm from (5.2).
The advantageous feature of the explained sensitivity theory is its efficient online-offline computational decoupling coming from the RB precomputed structures.
At a very small computational effort, we are able to define a suitable parameter set able to provide an approximation of the Pareto optimal set. In the
following we summarize the steps we adopt for defining the suitable Pareto
points approximation. Starting with the parametric saddle point formulation
of the problem where the parameter vector comes from both the weighted sum
of the cost functionals and the PDE constraints:
i) we compute the RB offline step for the RB approximation of the saddle
point problem;
ii) we compute the RB online step for defining the RB optimal solutions corresponding to one or more initial parameter guesses;
iii) we use the sensitivity analysis for defining a suitable parameter set Ξs that
leads to significant variations of the cost functional;
iv) we compute the RB Pareto optimal solutions for the parameter set Ξs
defined in the previous step.
We note that the third step allows us to drastically reduce the number of
online RB computations needed to recover a suitable distribution of the Pareto
optimal solutions at a very low computational effort. Indeed, since we have
the RB optimal solution for an initial parameter guess (one or more), we
predict the value of the cost functional for every new parameter value. We
point out that, by recalling the Taylor expansion of the cost functional, the
main computations of this prediction depend on the initial parameter guess
and mainly come from some precomputed quantity of its RB approximation.
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6 Numerical examples
In this section we present numerical examples illustrating the efficiency of our
proposed strategy. We consider different control input spaces and different geometric parameters. We start with a non parametric PDE constrain focusing on
the optimal control solutions defined by varying the parameter weights of the
cost functional. In the second example, we introduce a geometrical parameter
leading to a parameter on the PDE constraint and we reduce the control space
dimension in order to be able to show a feasible set of cost functional values
(by varying the control) and the effectiveness (together with the sensitivity
analysis) of the RB method for defining the Pareto optimal solutions. The numerical computations are performed in Matlab and the high-fidelity Galerkin
approximation used is a finite element scheme with P1 piecewise elements.
6.1 Distributed multiobjective optimal control for the Laplace equation
We consider the domain Ω given by a rectangle separated into two subdomains
Ω1 and Ω2 and represented in Figure 6.1.

Fig. 6.1 Domain representation

We introduce the multiobjective optimization problem in which the vector
cost functional is defined as follows:
1
1
α
J1 (y) = ||y − w1 ||2L2 (Ω) , J2 (y) = ||∇y||2L2 (Ω) , J3 (u) = ||u||2U (6.1)
2
2
2
where w1 = 1 in Ω1 and w1 = 0.6 in Ω2 . The state function y ∈ Y = H01 (Ω)
solves the following Laplace problem:
(
−∆y = u
in Ω,
(6.2)
y=1
on Γ = ∂Ω,
where u ∈ L2 (Ω) is the control function. We note that in this case we have
an infinite dimensional control, that leads of course to a discrete control space
U N ⊂ U in the FE model, bu leading to our theoretical framework.
In order to apply the Pareto optimal theory we introduce the following cost
functional:
ˆ
J(y(µ),
u(µ), µ) = µ1 J1 (y(µ)) + µ2 J2 (y(µ)) + (1 − µ1 − µ2 )J3 (u(µ)),
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and the parametrized optimal control problem reads:
ˆ
min J(y(µ),
u(µ), µ) s. t. (y(µ), u(µ)) ∈ Y × U solves (6.2).
y,u

(6.3)

We apply the RB method to the saddle-point formulation of problem (6.3).
In order to define the problem we introduce the space Q = Y . The numerical
approximation of the reduced basis functions (state, control and adjoint variables) are done by using P1 finite elements. The dimension of the FE spaces
Y N , U N , QN is N1 = N2 = 11441 obtained by using a mesh of 22528 elements.
The parameters involved in the optimal control problem are defined in the following set µ1 ∈ [0, 1] and µ2 ∈ [0, 1 − µ1 ].
We consider three different parameter values leading to different cost functionals and different optimal solutions. The first one (Figure 6.2) induces a
dominating first cost functional (µ1 = (0.9, 0)), the second one (Figure 6.3)
a dominating second cost functional (µ2 = (0.11, 0.83)) and in the last one
(Figure 6.4) we consider an equally distributed dominance between the three
cost functionals (µ3 = (0.3, 0.3)).

Fig. 6.2 Optimal control solution with µ = (0.9, 0).

Fig. 6.3 Optimal control solution with µ = (0.11, 0.83).
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Fig. 6.4 Optimal control solution with µ = (0.3, 0.3).

In Figure 6.5 we show the lower bound for the Babuska inf-sup constant β N (µ)
obtained by varying the values of the parameter µ. Due to the smooth parameter dependence of Babuska inf-sup constant, we use in our RB computations,
a linear interpolant surrogate of β N (µ).
Finally in Figure 6.6 we consider a set of 100 randomly selected parameters
values Ξtest , we compute the average and the maximum of the errors between
the FE approximation of the solution and the RB one ||xN (µ)−xN (µ)||X , µ ∈
Ξtest and we compare them with the posteriori error bound ∆N (µ). We do the
same comparison between the error bound ∆JN (µ) and the error between the
FE approximation of the cost functional and the RB one |JˆN (µ)− JˆN (µ)|, µ ∈
Ξtest .

Fig. 6.5 Lower bound for the Babuska inf-sup constant β N (µ).

As regards the computational performances, the offline computational time is
about 21 minutes, the online evaluation time by using N = 15 basis functions
(in total: 2N for the state, N for the control and 2N for the adjoint) and
including the evaluation of the a posteriori error bound is 0.016 seconds; while
the evaluation of the FE solution requires about 1.26 seconds, by obtaining a
speedup equal to 88,32. We show in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, respectively the RB
computational time and the speedup with respect to a FE computational time
by varying the number of basis functions.
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Fig. 6.6 Average and maximum errors and error bounds regarding the solution of the
problem (left) and the cost functional (right) between the FE and RB approximations.

Fig. 6.7 Online evaluation time (in seconds) by varying the number N of basis functions
and including the evaluation of the a posteriori error bound.

Fig. 6.8 Speedup between the FE computational time required for a single parameter value
and the RB computational time required for a single parameter value by varying the number
N of basis functions and including the evaluation of the a posteriori error bound .
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We note that even if for this specific problem the FE computation is not
particularly expensive, in order to define a suitable Pareto optimal point set,
we have to find the optimal solution of the parametric problem several times
(for many different parameter values) and the RB method permits to, for
instance, find 88 Pareto points at the time of only one possible FE one.
In the following example we consider a simples PDE in order to show this
computational gain, particularly effective if added to a sensitivity analysis,
that allows to further reduce the number of computations.

6.2 Multiobjective optimal control with smaller control space and a
geometrical parameter
We consider the same problem of Section 6.1, this time by introducing a geometrical parameter µ3 ∈ [1, 3.5] that defines the length of the domain Ωµ3 still
given by a rectangle separated in two subdomains Ω1 and Ω2 and represented
in Figure 6.9.

Fig. 6.9 Domain representation of Ωµ3

We consider a small control space, U = R2 . We recall that the vector cost
functional is defined as follows:
J1 (y) =

1
||y − w1 ||2L2 (Ωµ ) ,
3
2

J2 (y) =

1
||∇y||2L2 (Ωµ ) ,
3
2

J3 (u) =

α
||u||2U
2
(6.4)

where w1 = 1 in Ω1 and w1 = 0.6 in Ω2 . The state function y ∈ Y = H01 (Ωµ3 )
solves the following Laplace problem:
(
P2
−∆y = i=1 ui bi
in Ωµ3 ,
(6.5)
y=1
on ΓD = ∂Ωµ3 ,
where ui ∈ R2 define the control function and b1 and b2 ∈ L∞ (Ω) are the
characteristic functions of Ω1 and Ω2 respectively.
As in the previous example, we apply the Pareto optimal theory by introducing
the following cost functional:
ˆ
J(y(µ),
u(µ), µ) = µ1 J1 (y(µ)) + µ2 J2 (y(µ)) + (1 − µ1 − µ2 )J3 (u(µ)),
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and the parametrized optimal control problem:
ˆ
min J(y(µ),
u(µ), µ) s. t. (y(µ), u(µ)) ∈ Y × U solves (6.5).
y,u

(6.6)

As in the previous example, we show some results regarding the using of the
reduced basis method for solving the optimal control problem. In Figure 6.10
and 6.11 we show the RB solutions of the problem (6.6) for µ = (0.2, 0.7, 3)
and µ = (0.2, 0.7, 1) respectively, the plots include the state function, the
control function, the adjoint function and the gradient of the state function.

Fig. 6.10 Solution of the problem (6.6) for µ = (0.2, 0.7, 3), the plot includes the state
function, the control function, the adjoint function and the gradient of the state function.

Fig. 6.11 Solution of the problem (6.6) for µ = (0.2, 0.7, 1), the plot includes the state
function, the control function, the adjoint function and the gradient of the state function.

In Figure 6.12 we show the error between the RB and FE solution of the
optimal control problem over a set of 500 random samples by varying the
number of basis functions.
From now we set µ3 = 3 and we focus our attention on the variation of the
multiobjective parameters of the problem. In Figure 6.13 we show the values
of the coefficients u1 , u2 corresponding to the optimal control of the problem
(6.6) by varying the parameters values µ1 and µ2 .
We consider a subset of the possible control functions such that −30 ≤
ui ≤ 10 and we plot in Figure 6.14 the following set in R2 :
S = {(w1 , w2 ) ∈ R2 : w1 = J1 (u), w2 = J2 (u), u =

2
X

ui bi , −30 ≤ ui ≤ 10}

i=1

(6.7)
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Fig. 6.12 Error (maximum, minimum and average) between the RB and FE solution of
the optimal control problem over a set of 500 random samples by varying the number of
basis functions.

Fig. 6.13 Coefficients values of the optimal control functions solution of the problem (6.6)
by varying the parameters values.

Fig. 6.14 Set of the possible values of the cost functionals J1 and J2 , by varying the
function u.

Then, we solve with the reduced basis method the multiobjective optimal
control by varying the parameter values µ1 and µ2 . We compute the Pareto
optimal points and the corresponding efficient points of problem (6.6). In Figure 6.15 we plot the set S and the set of efficient points. In Figure 6.16 we
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Fig. 6.15 Set of the possible values of the cost functionals J1 and J2 , by varying the
function u and the subset of the efficient Pareto points.

show a similar plot, this time including the third cost functional and the corresponding efficient points.

Fig. 6.16 Set of the possible values of the cost functionals J1 , J2 , J3 by varying the
function u and the subset of the efficient points.

6.2.1 Sensitivity analysis
We apply now the sensitivity analysis introduced in Section 6.18 with the
purpose of showing how it helps in simplifying the computation of the set of
Pareto optimal points.
Thanks to the inexpensive prediction of the value cost functional by varying
the parameter µo , we are able to define a very small set of parameter values
able to span the whole set of Pareto optimal points. In Figure 6.17 we show
the interpolation of Pareto optimal solutions by selecting a random set of parameter values. We note that even with 100 parameter values we are not able
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to cover the range of efficient points (see Figure 6.15 for a comparison). In
Figure 6.18 we show the interpolation of Pareto optimal solutions in correspondence of the set of parameter values computed by the sensitivity analysis.
We note that with only 20 RB solutions of the problem we are able to define
the whole range of Pareto optimal solutions and a suitable prediction of the
efficient points.
In conclusion, we point out that the RB solutions of the multiobjective problems are much faster than the FE ones, but thanks to sensitivity analysis we
are able to further drastically reduce the number of the RB computations
needed to define a suitable set of Pareto optimal solution of the problem.

Fig. 6.17 Piecewise linear interpolation of M Pareto optimal points computed randomly.

Fig. 6.18 Piecewise linear interpolation of M Pareto optimal points with the help of the
sensitivity analysis.
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7 Conclusions
In this work, a model order reduction strategy is proposed in the framework
of the multiobjective optimal problems, characterized by more than one cost
functional. Through the use of a parameter vector, the multiobjective problem
leads to a parametric optimal control problem involving a new parametric
cost functional defined as a weighted sum of the original cost functionals. For
solving this problem we efficiently use the reduced basis method with the
aim of provide a low order method for the computation of the set of Pareto
solutions of the problem. Each Pareto optimal point represents the optimal
controls corresponding to the problem considering a different weighted sum
of the cost functionals, such that it is possible to predict the global set of
solutions without compromising, a-priori, any cost functional. The use of the
RB method, together with an useful and inexpensive sensitive analysis, allows
to drastically reduce the computational times compared with other classical
numerical techniques (e.g. finite elements). Moreover, a rigorous error bound
analysis permits to ensure a certain level of accuracy of the solution.
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